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Smart play ball for dog/cat Homerunpet TB10

Homerun TB10 smart ball
If  your  cat  doesn&#39;t  get  enough activity,  it  will  not  only  get  bored and may start  to  play,  but  it  will  also  run around at  night  and
won&#39;t let you sleep. So, it is worth taking care of providing him with properly engaging entertainment during the day. The Homerun
TB10  intelligent  ball  will  help  you  with  that.  It  moves  on  its  own  in  random directions  and  can  engage  all  cat  senses,  stimulating  its
hunting instincts. With 2 play modes and up to 25 days of battery life after a battery change, it&#39;s even easier to use.
 
It will stimulate the cat&#39;s instincts
Homerun TB10 is equipped with a small, but incredibly powerful motor. It is also distinguished by a special processor, which detects the
movement  of  the  device.  Thanks  to  it,  the  ball  automatically  changes  its  rolling  direction  in  appropriate  moments.  Its  unpredictable
action will make your cat have to show real cleverness and commitment to "hunt" it down. Your fluffy hunter will certainly appreciate this
form of activity!
 
Various stimuli
The toy appeals to your cat&#39;s various senses. The built-in laser light engages him visually, and the cord with the bell attached to the
ball  stimulates his hearing. That&#39;s not all! You can complete the toy yourself with additional DIY accessories, such as feathers or
catnip, for example. So many different stimuli will certainly attract your pet&#39;s attention and encourage him to be active.
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2 play modes to choose from
The ball can operate in 2 modes - normal and smart. When you choose the former, the device will run for 8 minutes. This is the perfect
play time for your cat. And if you turn on the smart mode, a special built-in chip will make the ball turn on when you touch it, and after
some time it will automatically turn off. Choose the option that suits you better and provide amazing entertainment for your pets!
 
Long working time
You can use ordinary AAA batteries to power the ball.  They guarantee a surprisingly long operation time of the device. Assuming that
your cat plays with the ball twice a day, after one battery change it can work up to 25 days. That is almost a month of perfect fun for
your four-legged friend!
 
Cat&#39;s teeth are not a threat to it
The device was designed to be durable and easy to use.  Made of  durable PC plastic -  it  is  resistant to falls,  wear and tear,  and bites.
Thanks to the injection molding technique, the ball is also waterproof and dustproof. Moreover, to turn it on or off, all you have to do is
gently press the button.
 
						Brand			Homerun							Model			TB10							Name			Smart Ball							Diameter			7.2 cm							Weight			120 g							Power supply			Bateria AAA			

Preço:

Antes: € 15.006

Agora: € 14.00

Casa inteligente, Intelligent animal devices
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